Think CHRISTMAS? Think THEODIST

VALID FROM DECEMBER 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 2019 | WHILE STOCKS LAST
CELERON LAPTOP

GET THIS FOR FREE
ON EACH HP & LENOVO CELERON LAPTOP

THEODIST BACKPACK & WIRELESS SPEAKER

HP

HP 250 G6 CELERON

K1,199
WAS K1,299
SAVE K100

55 USB PORT
15.6" DISPLAY
500GB HHD
4GB RAM

LENOVO V130 CELERON

K1,219
WAS K1,320
SAVE K101

DVD/CD DRIVE
15.6" DISPLAY
500GB HHD
4GB RAM

CODE: HPCELCOMBO

CODE: V130COMBO

M K71.07 /Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy

M K74 /Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy
**Tello Toy Drones**

**Tello Toy Drone**
- **K418**
  - **Was** K484
  - **Save** K66
  - **8m/s Speed**
  - **13min Flight Time**

**Tello Iron Man**
- **K589**
  - **Was** K682
  - **Save** K93
  - **8m/s Speed**
  - **13min Flight Time**

**Tello Boost Combo**
- **K600**
  - **Was** K709.50
  - **Save** K109.50
  - **8m/s Speed**
  - **13min Flight Time**

**UE Ultimate Ears**

**UE Boom 3**
- **K550**
  - + Choices From UE Cap or UE String Bag.
  - **K67.17/Fortnight**

**UE MegaBoom 3**
- **K750**
  - + Belkin PowerBank

**Exclusive Offer**

**Wonderboom 2**
- **K299**
  - **K329.95 Regular Price**
  - **Save** K30.95
**OSMO ACTION CAMERAS & GIMBAL**

**Fujifilm Instax 2**
- **Code:** INSTAX2
- **Available Colours:** Green, Blue, Red, Black
- **Price:** K269
- **Was:** K306.90
- **Save:** K37.9

**OSMO Mobile 2**
- **Code:** OSMO MOBILE 2
- **Wireless Connectivity**
- **Price:** K550
- **Was:** K649
- **Save:** K99

**OSMO Action**
- **Code:** OSMO ACTION
- **Price:** K1,405
- **Was:** K1,595
- **Save:** K190

**OSMO Pocket**
- **Code:** DJI OSMO POCKET
- **12MP Photo**
- **4K UHD**
- **FHD 1920/120p**
- **Price:** K1,540
- **Was:** K1,705
- **Save:** K165
**Canon**

**GoPro Action Cam**

**Canon EOS 4000D DSLR**

**Bouncy Castle & Sausage Sizzle**

at Theodist on

7th, 14th & 21st of December

**K99.92**
/Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy

**K1595**
ONLY!

**K94.53**
/Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy

See ya!!

**K858**
WAS **K888.25**
SAVE **K30.25**

**K913**
WAS **K946**
SAVE **K33**

**K1650**
WAS **K1705**
SAVE **K55**

**K105.38**
/Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy

**K120**
WAS **K120**
SAVE **K0**

**K97.47**
/Fortnight
Fast, Quick & Easy

CODE: \*HERO2018\*
HERO 2018

CODE: \*HERO7WHT\*
HERO 7 WHITE

CODE: \*HERO7SLV\*
HERO 7 SILVER

CODE: \*EOS4000D\*
CANON EOS 4000D DSLR

POM & LAE only!
DJI SPARK COMBO

K2,519 EACH COLOURS

WAS K2,959

SAVE K440

16mins FLIGHT TIME 3m/s SPEED

K150.27
/Fortnight
Fast, Quick, & Easy

CODE: DJISPARKCOMBOBLU

CODE: DJISPARKCOMBORED

CODE: DJISPARKCOMBYEL

CODE: DJISPARKCOMBOWH
**DJI RONIN-SC PRO COMBO**

Code: DJIRONINSCCOM

K2,041

Was K2,145

Save K104

Wireless Connectivity

**DJI RONIN-S GIMBAL**

Code: DJIRONIN-S

K3,179

Was K3,443

Save K264

Wireless Connectivity
BLUETOOTH TRACKER

CODE: TIPROSPORT
K95
WAS K115.50
SAVE: K20.50

CODE: TIPROSTYLE
K95
WAS K115.50
SAVE: K20.50

FIND YOUR KEYS, PHONES, GEARS, WALLETS, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.

CODE: TILESILM3001
K100
WAS K119.35
SAVE: K19.35

CODE: TILEMATE5004
K130
WAS K159.50
SAVE: K29.50

CODE: TIPROCOMBO
K145
WAS K180.40
SAVE: K35.40
CROSS WALLET
K137.50 ONLY!

CROSS WALLETS/BELT SET
K198 ONLY!

CROSS BELT
K110 ONLY!

CROSS PURSE
K154 ONLY!

CROSS PEN
K55 ONLY!

CROSS PEN
K99 ONLY!

CROSS PEN
K895 ONLY!

15% OFF ALL CROSS PRODUCTS
MERRY CHRISTMAS
From: THEODIST

PORT MORESBY
Waigani Drive, Gordons
P.O Box 1618, Boroko, NCD
Phone No.: 313 9800 | 7232 1300
Fax: 325 0302
Email: sales@theodist.com.pg

LAE
Markham Road, Downtown
P.O Box 2507, Lae, Morobe Province.
Phone No.: 472 5488 | 7054 4494
Fax: 472 7838
Email: saleslae@theodist.com.pg

MT. HAGEN
Theodist LTD, Hagen Central,
Mt. Hagen.
Phone No.: 7528 7200 | 7120 5817
Email: hagen.supervisor@theodist.com

www.theodist.com.pg